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Abstract
Measure and integration theory are discussed here for set functions m: R--+[O, 00],
where R is a ring, which have the 'maxitivity' property m(U Ei)=sup m(Ei ) instead
of the usual additivity property. Several examples of maxitive functions are given
in which m(E) may reasonably be interperted intuitively as the 'size' of E. The main
difference between maxitive and additive measures is that maxitive measures, unlike
additive measures, may not be continuous from above at every set.
1. Maxitive Set Functions
Let :Jl be a ring of subsets of an arbitrary set Q. An extended non-
negative real valued function m on :Jl is a-maxitive if m(ep) = 0 and
m( U E i ) = U m(Ei ) ,
i E I iE I
where U denotes least upper bound as well as union, for each disjoint
collection {E i } of sets indexed by a set I of cardinality at most a. The
terms finite maxitivity and countable maxitivity will carry their natural
meaning; a countably maxitive function will be called a maxitive measure.
m will be called completely maxitive if it is a-maxitive for every cardinal a.
The following examples show that a maxitive measure may indeed
he considered an indicator of the size of a set.
Example 1. Let Q=R, the real numbers; let :Jl be arbitrary; and
let m(E) = U {Ixl Ix EO E}. A set E will have finite measure if and only
if it is bounded. More generally, Q might be a metric space and m(E) =
= U {d(x, xo)1 x EO E}.
Example 2. Let Q be a metric space; let :Jl be arbitrary; and let
m(E) be the Hausdorff dimension of E.
Example 3. Let Q and :Jl be arbitrary and let m(E) be zero if E
is countable and one otherwise. (The funetion E --+ # E - # = cardinality
-may be used to generalize this example.)
Example 4. Let Q and :Jl be arbitrary and let w(x) be an extended
non-negative real valued function on Q. Define mw(E) = U w(x) for
reeE
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E i=~. The zero measure corresponds to the zero function, and the trivial
measure will be defined to be the measure that corresponds to the constant
function 1. Mass concentrated at a point corresponds to the characteristic
function of a one point set.
Example 5. If m is any positive additive measure taking on only
one non-zero value, m is a maxitive measure also.
The following properties of a finitely (or countably) maxitive set function
are easily proved (the index i ranges over a finite or countable set, re-
spectively): m is monotone; m( U E i ) = U m(Ei ) even if the E; are not
disjoint; m is finitely (or countably) submaxitive, i.e., m( U E i ) < U m(Ei ) .
A maxitive measure is continuous from below at each set and satisfies
m(lim E i ) <lim m(Ei ) for decreasing sequences. If m is an extended non-
negatively valued set function such that m(~) = 0, then m is finitely (or
countably) maxitive if and only if rn is monotone and finitely (or count-
ably) submaxitive.
A maxitive measure mayor may not be continuous from above. E.g.,
the measure in Example 3, with f!lt=fYJ(Q) is continuous from above only
at uncountable sets, provided X itself is uncountable; whereas the measure
in Example 4 is continuous at every set if {x E QI w(x) E (lin, n)} is finite
for every positive integer n (and conversely if ,01 is a a-ring containing
one point sets). A measure will be called continuous if it is continuous
from above at every set. One easily sees a measure is continuous if and
only if it is continuous from above at the empty set.
Theorem 1. A maxitive measure m is continuous if and only if there
does not exist a disjoint sequence of measurable sets {Et} with measurable
union such that E, E (liN, N) for each i and some fixed N.
Proof. If rn is not continuous, there exists a decreasing sequence of
sets {Dt} with empty intersection such that 00 > m.D, > e> O. Since
m(Dt} = U (Dk-Dk+1»e,
k~i
there exists for each i some lc ;»i such that m(Dk - D k+1) > e. Thus any
sequence of the form
k(!+l)
E i = U (Dj-D}+l),
i~k(il+l
where m(Dk(i»)>e and k(i)<k(i+l) for each i, satisfies the conditions
described in the theorem for sufXiciently large N. Conversely, if {Et} is
00
a sequence with the described properties, then the sequence D, = U Ej
shows that m is not continuous. i
Many convergence statements from classical measure theory are valid
for maxitive measures on a a-ring (terms are defined as in P. R. Halmos,
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Measure Theory, van Nostrand, 1950): almost uniform convergence im-
plies convergence in measure and convergence almost everywhere; limits
in measure are unique almost everywhere and imply the existence of
almost uniformly convergent subsequences; sequences Cauchy in measure
converge in measure; Egoroff's theorem is valid for continuous maxitive
measures. Consideration of the trivial measure on the interval [0, 1] and
of the sequence of polynomial functions {xn} shows that Egoroff's theorem
is not true in general.
Egoroff's theorem yields another characterization of continuity of a
measure.
Theorem 2. A maxitive measure on a a-ring is continuous if and
only for each measurable function I and each set E of finite measure
there exists a sequence of simple functions converging in measure to I
on E.
Proof. Ifni is not continuous, there exists a disjoint bounded sequence
of sets En such that for all n mEn> e> O. Let I = I nKn, where K; is
the characteristic function of En; let E = U En. If a sequence of functions
In converges in measure to I on E, then for k sufficiently large that
m{l/-hl>t}<s, one has that for each n
Thus h is not a simple function.
On the other hand, if m is continuous, Egoroff's theorem implies that
any sequence of simple functions converging to to f pointwise converges
to I in measure on each set of finite measure.
If m is a maxitive measure on a ring ;?It of sets in Q and if H(:?lt) is the
heriditary a-ring generated by :?It, then
m*(E)= inf U mEi ,
i
where the infimum is extended over all disjoint sequences of measura ble
sets whose union contains E, is an extension of m to a measure on H(f!A!).
The continuity of m does not imply the continuity of m*: the measure
in Example 3, with i?ll the a-algebra generated by the countable subsets
of uncountable Q, is continuous, but m" is not.
The function
extends m* to a measure on .1P(Q). If m is a measure on a a-ring, one may
define the completion of m in the usual fashion.
Let m and n be maxitive measures on a measure space, and call n
absolutely continuous with respect to m, n ~m; if, given e> 0, n(E) < e
whenever m(E) < 0, 0 depending only on s ; call n weakly absolutely con-
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tinuous with respect to m if n(E) vanishes whenever m(E) vanishes. If
m is finite, continuous and weakly absolutely continuous with respect to
m, then n <{m (the proof is as in [Halmos's Measure Theory, pp. 125-126]).
The example in 3°, Section 2, shows that the continuity of n cannot be
dropped in the above statement, even if m is continuous. It is easy to
see that if m is finite and continuous and n <{ m, then n is continuous.
2. Integration with Respect to M axitive Measures
Let m be a fixed maxitive measure on a a-ring of subsets of Q. We
seek to define an extended real valued function (integral), I --+ Ildm, on
the collection of non-negative measurable functions in such a way that
(1)
(2)
(3)
IKE dm=m(E);
Icldm=c Ildm, c:>O;
00 00
I U Indm= U Iin dm.
n~l n~l
We will write I I in place of I [dm. since m is fixed.
The following procedure could be used to produce an integral satisfying
00
(1), (2) and (3). Let II= U anm{l=an} if I is an elementary function
n~l
(i.e., countably valued) and {ci, a2, ... } is its range; let I I = lim I In if
mN(f) < oo , where N(f) = {w E' QI/( w) i= O}, and {In} is an increasing sequence
of elementary functions converging uniformly to I; let I 1== if
m{l:> Ijn}== for some n; and let I 1= lim IU;;>1/n} I, where IE 1= I IKE,
if mi];» Ijn} is finite for all n. For the integral thus obtained one could
prove
II= U aml];» a}.
a>O
Since this equation uniquely defines the integral, we discard the "extension
by limits" procedure and use the above equation to define the integral.
Using this definition, it is easily verified that, also,
II= U am{/>a}
a>O
and that the integral has the desired properties; in either of the last
two equations, it suffices to let a range over a dense set of the positive
numbers. All the equalities mentioned in the "extension by limits" pro-
cedure are trivial consequences of the defining equation and properties
(1), (2) and (3); the "extension by limits" procedure shows that (1), (2)
and (3) uniquely determine the integral.
We note the following elementary facts:
1° I I:> 0; I:> g implies I I:> I g; a <, I(w) <, b for almost every w E' E
implies amE < IE 1<, bmE; I> 0 almost everywhere and IE 1=0 imply
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mE = 0; I 1=0 if and only 1=0 almost everywhere; I 1<00 implies N (f)
has a-finite measure; I i v e-: S1+ I g (Proof (for II+g<oo): for s>O
and a depending on s
<s+a[m{t;>a I liS 1+ I g} U m{g;>a Sgl I 1+ I g}]);
I I 1- I gl < II/-gl·
2° Convergence in the mean implies convergence in measure, and a
sequence of mean Cauchy functions converging to a function in measure
converges to that function in the mean (note that convergence in the
mean is a "weighted uniform convergence in measure"); thus every mean
Cauchy sequence is mean convergent. If In converges uniformly to I on
a set E of finite measure, IE 1/- Inl -+ O.
3° n(E) = IE [dm. is a maxitive measure, and n is weakly absolutely
continuous with respect to m. However, even if I is integrable (i.e., II<oo)
and m is continuous, one cannot conclude that n ~ m. E.g., suppose m
is an arbitrary measure (on a a-ring) and {Ei } is a disjoint sequence of
measurable sets of finite measure such that mE i is strictly decreasing
00 00
and converges to zero. Let 1= L (l/mEi)KEi, and let An= U s; Then
1 n
I 1= IAn 1= 1, although mAn -+ O. (To obtain a specific example consider
Example 4, with Q = Z+, the positive integers, fYt = [JJ(Q) , w(n)= lin and
I(n)=n, i.e., En={n}.)
The usual statement of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem is
not valid for maxitive measures. E.g., if the measure is not continuous,
there are decreasing sequences of integrable characteristic functions which
converge to zero pointwise but not in the mean. If, in the example in 3°,
n
we let In = L (ljmEi)KEi, then I 1= I 1/- Inl = 1; In<I; and In -+ I point-
1
wise and in measure.
Fatou's lemma follows in our case from property (3) of the integral.
A measurable function will be called accessible if it is the mean limit
of a sequence of bounded measurable functions which vanish except on
a set of finite measure. By virtue of the last statement in 2°, the ap-
proximating functions may be assumed to be simple. One easily sees
that the absolute value of an accessible function is accessible and that
the indefinite integral of an accessible function is absolutely continuous
with respect to m.
Theorem 3. (Dominated convergence theorem) Suppose {In} is a
sequence of measurable functions and g is an accessible function such that
I/n( w)1 < Ig(w)1
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almost everywhere. If In converges in measure to I, the n In converges
in the mean to I ; if m is cont in uous and In converges to I almost every-
wh ere, In con verges t o I in the mean.
P ro o f. Let In converge to I in measure, and let 1=/0. Then 10 is also
dominated by g almost every where. The indefinite in tegrals of the Ilnl
(n ;;;. O) are un iformly absolute ly continuous and uniformly sa t isfy the
condit ion 'g iven s> 0, t here exists E such that m(E }< oo and JCE Ilnl< e'
(if Q ¢'.!3f., define fCEI= f 1--fKE). Let E be a set of finite measure such
t hat fCE Ilnl<ej6 for n ;;;.O; let f..t I/nl<sj6 for n ;;;.O and mA <o; let
An = {If - lnl ;;;.ej:~mE} ; and let mAn <o for n ;;;.N. Then for n ;;;.N
f I/-Inl < fCE 1/1+ JCE I/nl+ j'B-An I/-Inl
The first assertion is now proved, and the second assertion follows from
the first, since a sequence whi ch is domi nated by an integrable function
and which converges almost ev erywhere with respect to a continuous
measure must conve rge in measure.
As in [Halmos' s Measure T'heors] , pp. 108-111] we obtain
L emm a . Theorem 3 remains valid if it is assumed that Igi has a
finite cont inuous indefinite in tegral instead of assuming that g is accessible.
Theorem 4 . If an integrable function has a cont inuous indefinite
integral , it is access ib le. Conversely , if m is cont inuo us eve ry accessible
functi on has a continuous indefinite in tegral.
Pr oof. Suppose an in tegrable function I has a cont inuous indefini te
integral. Define In(w} = kj2n if I(w} E [kj2n, k +-!n} and O<k <n2n, and
define In(w)=n if I(w);;;. n. Then {I<n} n {I / - In l ;;;. E}= ep for n sufficiently
large. Therefore, for n sufficien tly large
m{I/ - lnl> s}=m({f >n} n {If-Inl;;;.e})
<m{j>n}< I lin,
so that In converges t o I in measure. The lemma now guarantees con-
vergence in the mean.
The proof of the con verse is straightforward .
The second statement in Theorem 4 cannot be strengthened since, if
m is not continuous, there must exist charact er ist ic functions of sets of
finite measure whose indefinite integral s arc not continuous.
Let A be the set of all accessible funct ions.
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Corollary. If I is measurable, g E A and I/(co)1 <: Ig( co)1 almost every-
where, then lEA. Consequently a function is in A if and only if its positive
and negative parts are in A.
The Banach spaces Lp(Q, rn), 1<P <:00, are defined in the natural way.
All L p spaces can be viewed as L1 spaces, since Lp(Q, rn) =L1(Q, m11p)
(where rn1IP(E)=m(E)1Ip; observe that if cf> is an order isomorphism from
the set of positive real numbers onto itself, then cf>(mE) is a measure and
.f Idcf>m = cf> .f cf>-lldm; set cf>(t) = t11p). The set A of accessible functions
is the closed subspace of L1 spanned by the simple integrable functions.
In general A#L1; e.g., the function I in the example in 3° is in L1-A.
Note that.f Idmw= U w(co)/(co). Thus L1(Q, rnl), ml the trivial measure,
a
is the space of all bounded functions on Q with sup norm. If X is a Banach
space and X' is the dual of X, then X' is a normed subspace of
If m is a finitely maxitive function, then
.fl= U arn* *{f;;;. a}
a>O
assigns a value to each non-negative function in such a way that (1), (2)
and the finite version of (3) are satisfied. However these conditions do
not necessarily uniquely determine an integral. For example, if m happens
to be countably maxitive, the function I(f) = .f I if I E A and I(f) = 00
otherwise satisfies (1), (2) and the finite version of (3) but differs from
the integral.
For countably additive measures convergence with respect to the norm
IIIII = U arn{f;;;.a}
a>O
implies convergence in measure and is implied by convergence in the
mean; neither implication reverses.
Addendum: In the original version of this paper, the above results
were used to study set functions p: !!It -? X, where X is anon-Archimedean
Banach space and p is countably additive. The referee has brought to
the attention of the author the fact that the theory of integration with
respect to such functions is fairly trivial, since one does not lose anything
by considering only measures in the set of natural numbers; specifically,
the following result holds:
Theorem. Let (Q,!!lt) be a measurable space, and let p:!!lt -? X be
a countably additive set function to the non-Archimedean Banach space X.
Define (the maxitive measure) rn(E) = u {llpFIIIE:) FE !!It}, and let B
be the measure ring associated with m (i.e., B is the quotient ring of !!It
modulo the ideal of m-null sets). Then B consists of a finite or countable
number of atoms.
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Proof. We may assume with no loss of generality that Q Ef!A!, since
fh may be extended to the algebra generated by f!A!. The countable additivity
of fh implies B contains at most a countable number of atoms. Let Bo
be the space obtained by removing all atoms from B. We show that if
Boi= ep, then Bo contains an atom; this will prove Bo= ep and prove the
theorem. Construct a decreasing sequence En such that (i) Eo = Bo; (ii)
m(En) = m(Bo); (iii) m(En - En+l) is maximal among all numbers of the
form mG where En=F U G (disjoint) and mF=m(Bo). Then E= n En
has measure m(Bo) because m is continuous. Actually E must be an atom.
Otherwise E=F U G, where mF=mE=m(Bo) and mG>O; and, since
m(En- En+l) -»- 0 (by the countable additivity of fh), the decompositions
En = (En - G) U G contradict (iii).
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